Resistance to checkpoint-blockade treatments is a challenge in the clinic. We found that although treatment with combined anti-CTLA-4 and anti-PD-1 improved control of established tumors, this combination compromised anti-tumor immunity in the low tumor burden (LTB) state in pre-clinical models as well as in melanoma patients. Activated tumor-specific T cells expressed higher amounts of interferon-g (IFN-g) receptor and were more susceptible to apoptosis than naive T cells. Combination treatment induced deletion of tumor-specific T cells and altered the T cell repertoire landscape, skewing the distribution of T cells toward lower-frequency clonotypes. Additionally, combination therapy induced higher IFN-g production in the LTB state than in the high tumor burden (HTB) state on a per-cell basis, reflecting a less exhausted immune status in the LTB state. Thus, elevated IFN-g secretion in the LTB state contributes to the development of an immuneintrinsic mechanism of resistance to combination checkpoint blockade, highlighting the importance of achieving the optimal magnitude of immune stimulation for successful combination immunotherapy strategies.
In Brief
Although immune checkpoint blockades are being combined to enhance antitumor efficacy, Pai et al. find that this approach can lead to therapy resistance in the low tumor burden setting. Potent immunotherapy in this setting overdrives tumor-reactive T cells, leading to their death. Optimal immunotherapy could therefore be disease-context dependent.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, immune checkpoint inhibitors have been rapidly approved for the management of advanced malignancies, including melanoma, non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), renal cell carcinoma (RCC), urothelial carcinoma, and head and neck cancer (Callahan et al., 2016) . However, only a small subset (10%-30%) of patients respond to single-agent immune checkpoint therapy (Robert et al., 2015) , and a myriad of combination strategies are currently being actively investigated in clinical trials with the goal of enhancing anti-tumor immunity and clinical efficacy.
Co-targeting of cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated antigen-4 (CTLA-4) and programmed death-1 (PD-1) immune checkpoint pathways is one strategy that demonstrates significantly improved clinical outcomes in advanced melanoma (Larkin et al., 2015) . Despite these advances, a significant proportion of patients still do not achieve objective responses to checkpoint inhibitors. Recent clinical observations suggest that treatments with checkpoint inhibitors do not always lead to better outcomes in patients. In multiple large randomized trials (Bellmunt et al., 2017; Borghaei et al., 2015; Kwon et al., 2014) , patients receiving immune checkpoint inhibitors had worse survival outcomes than did control arms during the initial months of treatment, at a time before immune-related toxicities fully manifest. Indeed, some cancer patients (9%) exhibit accelerated tumor growth upon treatment with immune checkpoint inhibitors, a phenomenon termed ''tumor hyper-progression'' (Champiat et al., 2017) . Therefore, an improved understanding of the mechanisms underlying differential responses to checkpoint inhibition is needed to inform the future development of combinatorial therapeutic strategies.
Several studies have contributed to the understanding of mechanisms underlying differential responses and mechanisms of resistance to immune checkpoint strategies . These include adaptive resistance mediated by interferon-dependent expression of inhibitory ligands on cancer cells (Benci et al., 2016; Tumeh et al., 2014) , exclusion of CD8 + T cell infiltration by transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b) signaling within the tumor microenvironment (Mariathasan et al., 2018) , and the acquisition of resistance by loss-of-function mutations in Janus kinases 1 and 2 (JAK1/2) or truncating mutations in histocompatibility leukocyte antigen (HLA) class I molecules (Zaretsky et al., 2016) . Recently, tumor burden has emerged as a key factor determining clinical responses of immune checkpoint blockade (Huang et al., 2017) . Early administration of PD-1 blockade in a relatively low disease burden can reinvigorate the dysfunctional T cells, whereas prolonged exposure of tumor antigens can ultimately develop into fixed T cell exhaustion status, resulting in poor response to anti-PD-1 (Schietinger et al., 2016) . Similarly, favorable clinical outcomes in patients with low disease burdens treated with PD-1 blockade are associated with a higher ratio of reinvigorated CD8 + T cells to tumor burden (Huang et al., 2017) . However, different immune-checkpointblockade treatments contribute to distinct immune landscapes (Wei et al., 2017) , and whether the combining of checkpoint blockades favors the clinical response in low disease burden is questionable. Sub-group analyses of treatment responses of two recent clinical trials significantly favor high, as opposed to low, disease burdens in patients who received anti-CTLA-4 plus anti-PD-1 (42%-29% in RCC and 51%-13% in NSCLC; Hellmann et al., 2018; Motzer et al., 2018) , further indicating the complexity of disease burden and therapeutic responses to combination checkpoint blockade. Here, we sought to further understand the effects of different types of immune checkpoint blockade-as monotherapy or combination therapy-in the context of different tumor burdens to investigate potential immune regulatory mechanisms underlying the treatment response.
RESULTS

Combination Checkpoint Inhibition in the Setting of High Tumor Burden
Ipilimumab is a humanized IgG1 antibody targeting CTLA-4, and one of its immunomodulatory mechanisms is engagement with FcgRIIIA to potentially antagonize or deplete regulatory T (Treg) cells (Simpson et al., 2013) . However, recent studies have also demonstrated limited capabilities of current CTLA-4 blockades in Treg cell depletion in the clinic (Sharma et al., 2018) . In contrast, anti-PD-1 antibodies (such as nivolumab) have been engineered to avoid FcgR binding to prevent depletion of activated T cells through antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) (Dahan et al., 2015) . To mimic the anti-PD-1 antibodies used clinically, we generated an anti-PD-1 antibody without ADCC (anti-PD-1 DANA) for use in our preclinical experiments (Figures S1A-S1C). We also observed that, compared with PD-1 blockade without ADCC, IgG2a PD-1 blockade with intact ADCC depleted activated CD4 + and CD8 + T cells in tumor-bearing mice (Figures S1D-S1G).
We first investigated the anti-tumor activity of single-agent and combined immune checkpoint blockade in the setting of high tumor burden (HTB). To help delineate the difference between low tumor burden (LTB) and HTB states, we utilized TRAMP-C2 as our tumor model because it possesses a relatively slow tumor growth rate and tumors do not become palpable until 30 days after implantation ( Figure 1A ). Mice were inoculated with TRAMP-C2 cell lines on day 0 and treated with three doses of anti-CTLA-4 alone, anti-PD-1 DANA alone, anti-CTLA-4 plus anti-PD-1 DANA (combo), or IgG2a isotype control on days 43, 46, and 49. We found that anti-CTLA-4 monotherapy demonstrated potent anti-tumor activity compared with that of anti-PD-1 DANA or isotype (p < 0.0001; Figure 1B ). Compared with anti-CTLA-4 alone, combination treatment marginally improved tumor control, but this was not statistically significant ( Figure 1B ). To further evaluate the treatment-induced changes in the immune landscape, we assessed mice for modulated immune responses 3 days after the last dose of treatment. Both CD4 + and CD8 + T cells were expanded in the spleen of the combination group and anti-CTLA-4 treatment group compared with the isotype group (Figures S1H-S1J). Our previous research has described the immunodominant CD8 + T cell epitope (Spas-1) that mediates tumor rejection in the TRAMP-C2 model (Fassò et al., 2008) . Using major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-peptide multimers, we tracked the changes in the frequency and number of antigenspecific T cells after treatments. Consistent with the anti-tumor activity observed, combined checkpoint blockade induced the highest numbers of Spas-1-specific CD8 + T cells in tumor-draining lymph nodes (Figures S1K and S1L). Overall, these results show that immune checkpoint blockade in mice with established tumors improves anti-tumor activity, at least in part because of the generation of a greater number of activated antigen-specific T cells.
To investigate immune infiltration within the tumor microenvironment after treatments, we first evaluated pathologic changes in tumor samples. In the hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining, there were peri-tumoral lymphocytic aggregates with prominent perivascular localization and intra-tumoral lymphocytic penetration in the combination-and monotherapytreated groups as opposed to the isotype control group ( Figure S1M (H and I) Tetramer staining among tumor-infiltrating CD8 + T cell populations. Cells were pre-gated on CD45 + CD3 + CD8 + .
Data were collected from at least eight mice per group with two independent experiments. Statistical differences were calculated by one-way or two-way ANOVA with a post hoc Tukey test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ****p < 0.0001. Data are presented as mean ± SE. See also Figure S1 . 
(legend continued on next page)
Anti-PD-1 DANA Compromises the Anti-tumor Effects of Anti-CTLA-4 in the Setting of LTB During tumor development, the dynamics of immune microenvironments are altered in parallel with tumor progression, a process termed immunoediting (Dunn et al., 2002) . Within different tumor burdens, there exist distinct patterns of immune landscapes. We sought to evaluate whether the combination treatment could also enhance anti-tumor responses in the setting of LTB, a stage when naive T cells are actively becoming effector T cells. For these experiments, mice were treated on days 3, 6, and 9 in the setting of LTB (Figure 2A ). Whereas anti-CTLA-4 strongly inhibited tumor growth in comparison with the isotype ( Figure 2B ; p < 0.0001), anti-PD-1 DANA alone delayed tumor growth more transiently. Surprisingly, the addition of PD-1 blockade attenuated the anti-tumor effects of anti-CTLA-4: mice that received potent combination treatment had significantly larger tumor growth than mice treated with anti-CTLA-4 alone ( Figure 2B ; p < 0.01). To further investigate the negative role of anti-PD-1 DANA antibody in combination treatment, we titrated the dose of anti-PD-1 DANA antibody. When combined with anti-CTLA-4, a higher dose of PD-1 blockade treatment led to a greater loss of anti-tumor efficacy than did a lower dose of anti-PD-1 DANA antibody treatment (Figures S2A and S2B; p < 0.05). Similar findings were observed when we repeated the experiment with another clone of anti-PD-1 antibody (RMP1-14 clone) ( Figure S2C ; p < 0.05) or anti-PD-L1 antibody (10F.9G2 clone) ( Figure S2D ; p < 0.01). In order to evaluate whether other immunotherapies could also compromise the antitumor effects from anti-CTLA-4 treatment, we treated mice with anti-CTLA-4 antibody combined with GM-CSF-secreting cellbased cancer vaccine (GVAX). Compared with anti-CTLA-4 alone, the combination of GVAX and anti-CTLA-4 showed similar anti-tumor control ( Figure S2E ). Initiation of checkpoint inhibition at an intermediate tumor burden (days 15, 18 , and 21 after tumor injection) resulted in similar efficacy between the combination and monotherapy arms (Figures S2F and S2G) . We conducted the same experiment with the MOC-1 model, another syngeneic tumor characterized by slow growth. Consistent with findings in TRAMP-C2, compared with anti-CTLA-4 alone in the LTB setting, the combination of CTLA-4 and PD-1 blockade also compromised anti-tumor effects ( Figure 2C ). In summary, the addition of PD-1 and PD-L1 blockade compromises the anti-tumor efficacy of CTLA-4 blockade in the setting of LTB.
Clinical Response to Single or Combination Checkpoint Blockade in Advanced Melanoma Patients with Differing Baseline Tumor Burdens
To explore whether clinical responses to single or combined immune checkpoint inhibition might be differentially influenced by baseline tumor burden, we investigated a retrospective cohort of 153 advanced melanoma patients who received either monotherapy (anti-PD-1) or combination therapy (anti-CTLA-4 and anti-PD-1). CTLA-4 blockade shows greater activity in preclinical models, whereas PD-1 blockade demonstrates greater clinical activity (Wolchok et al., 2017) . Therefore, the patient cohort receiving anti-PD-1 was studied. The patient demographics were reasonably matched between patients receiving the monotherapy and combination therapy (Table S1 ). Patients were categorized as responders (complete or partial response) or non-responders (stable or progressive disease) by RECIST v.1.1 (Eisenhauer et al., 2009) . Patients were also categorized by normal or elevated serum levels of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH). Serum LDH has been shown to be an important prognostic factor in patients with metastatic melanoma and further defines metastatic categories and delineates tumor burdens (Petrelli et al., 2015) . In line with previous reports (Huang et al., 2017) , patients who responded to anti-PD-1 treatments demonstrated significantly lower LDH levels (p < 0.01) than did nonresponders, indicating a favorable therapeutic response of anti-PD-1 monotherapy in the LTB state ( Figure 2D ). In contrast, LDH failed to identify clinical responders in the patient cohort that received combination checkpoint inhibitors, suggesting a different pattern of response depending on tumor burden between monotherapy-and combination-therapy-treated patients ( Figure 2D ). To further evaluate the impact of baseline tumor size (BTS) on clinical response, we assessed patients treated with anti-PD-1 (n = 100) or the combination of anti-CTLA-4 and anti-PD-1 (n = 53) for the best objective response and stratified them by a BTS of %6 cm (low), >6 to %11 cm (medium), or >11 cm (high). We selected these BTS cutoffs to evenly distribute the patients into three cohorts. As expected, patients in the medium and high BTS cohorts had a higher frequency of visceral metastasis and/or elevated LDH (i.e., M1c disease) than did patients in the low BTS cohort (Table 1) . Consistent with our preclinical findings, patients treated with dual checkpoint blockade demonstrated significantly lower response rates than those treated with monotherapy in the low disease settings, but not in higher disease settings ( Figure 2E ; p < 0.05). In multivariate risk analysis, there was no statistical difference of prior treatment or BRAF mutation status between monotherapyand combination-therapy-treated patients, particularly in the low BTS cohort (Table 1) . Overall, our pre-clinical and clinical data indicate that combination checkpoint blockade treatment might result in attenuated anti-tumor efficacies in the low disease state.
Loss of Antigen-Specific T Cells with Combination Checkpoint Blockade in the LTB Tumor-specific T cells are a major immune subset that respond to checkpoint blockade and provide anti-tumor immunity . To examine the mechanism underlying the therapeutic resistance of combination therapy in the setting of LTB, we utilized tetramers to investigate the dynamic changes of antigen-specific T cells at different time points ( Figure 3A ). Two days after the last dose of treatment, Spas-1-specific CD8 + T cells were expanded in the combination-treatment group compared with the groups treated with either anti-PD-1 DANA or isotype (Figures 3B and 3C ; p < 0.05). However, 28 days after (E) 153 metastatic melanoma patients treated with checkpoint inhibitors were stratified into three groups with different ranges of baseline tumor size (BTS) as measured by radiographic imaging. The best overall response rate (RECIST v.1.1) in patients treated with monotherapy or combination therapy is presented for each stratum. Error bars represent SEM. Significance was calculated by the two-sided Mann-Whitney test. *p < 0.05. See also Figure S2 . Abbreviations are as follows: mono, monotherapy (anti-PD-1); combo, combination therapy (anti-CTLA-4 and anti-PD-1). a p < 0.05.
tumor implantation, Spas-1 CD8 + T cells were found at significant numbers only in the mice treated with anti-CTLA-4 (Figures 3D and 3E; p < 0.01). In contrast, the Spas-2-specific CD8 + T cells did not show significant differences on day 11 ( Figure 3F ). On day 28, there was an increase in total numbers of Spas-2 CD8 + T cells in the anti-PD-1 DANA group compared with the anti-CTLA-4 or isotype group ( Figures 3G and 3H ). These results indicate that early treatment with anti-CTLA-4 alone allowed for sustained expansion of CD8 + T cells specific to the dominant Spas-1 antigen. In contrast, anti-PD-1 DANA alone supported the expansion of Spas-2-specific T cells. Combination treatment led to transient induction and then loss of Spas-1-specific CD8 + T cells. We also observed similar kinetics within the antigen-specific T cell population in an LTB metastatic melanoma patient who was treated with combination therapy. Using MHC-peptide multimers, we detected a transient increase in MART-1-specific (G) Total CD8 + Spas-2 T cells isolated at day 28.
(H) Dynamic changes of CD8 + Spas-2 T cells over time.
Data were from two or three independent experiments with 9-12 mice per group. Statistical analyses were calculated by one-way ANOVA with a post hoc Tukey test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. Data are presented as mean ± SE. See also Figure S3 .
CD8 + T cells after two cycles of combination treatment, although
it was subsequently lost at later time points ( Figures S3A-S3F ). This paralleled the patient's clinical course, where the patient had a subsequent tumor progression ( Figure S3G ). We confirmed that the melanoma tissue sample from this patient expressed MART-1 ( Figure S3H ). Although these results are consistent with our mouse models, a future prospective clinical trial is needed to further validate the correlation of antigen-specific T cell loss in low BTS patient cohorts who receive combination checkpoint blockade.
To further assess global changes in the T cell repertoire, we performed T cell receptor (TCR) sequencing on T cells from tumor-draining lymph nodes. We found that although there was no difference in TCR diversity within the anti-CTLA-4-treated group ( Figure S3I ), the overall TCR diversity increased in the combination-treated mice at day 28 ( Figure S3J ). When we examined the frequency distribution of each T cell clone, ranking them in descending order, we found that anti-CTLA-4-treated groups maintained the same distribution of clonal frequencies between day 11 and day 28. However, the combination-treated mice experienced skewing of their repertoire toward lower-frequency clonotypes ( Figure S3K ). These results are consistent with a shift from high-abundance T cell clones to many low-frequency clones.
To investigate the alterations induced in these antigen-specific T cells, we sorted Spas-1-specific CD8 + T cells from tumor-draining lymph nodes at day 28 (Figure 4A) . The transcriptional profiles of these isolated cells were assessed by RNA sequencing (RNA-seq). As previously reported (Wei et al., 2017) , anti-CTLA-4, anti-PD-1 DANA, and combination therapy induced distinct underlying transcriptional programs ( Figure 4B ). Interestingly, 879 genes were induced in the combination-treated group and were distinct to either monotherapy-treated group ( Figure 4C ). When we examined the pathways associated with these genes, we found that the combination-treated group had increased gene expression in multiple pathways that are associated with T cell apoptosis and cell death ( Figure 4D and Figures S4A-S4E ). Consistent with these findings, Spas-1-specific CD8 + T cells isolated from the combination group also had higher expression of the Fas/Fas ligand, caspase, and pro-apoptotic genes than the anti-CTLA-4-treated group ( Figure 4E and Figure S4F ). In contrast, anti-CTLA-4 treatment alone was associated with higher expression of anti-apoptotic genes than was the combination-treated group ( Figure S4G ). Flow-cytometry analysis confirmed that the combination treatment induced higher expression of active cleaved-caspase-3 in Spas-1-specific CD8 + T cells than did anti-CTLA-4 alone ( Figure 4F ; p < 0.01).
Spas-1-reactive CD8 + T cells were more susceptible to treatment-induced apoptosis than minor Spas-2-epitope-reactive T cells ( Figures S4H and S4I ). Overall, these results indicate that the combination of anti-CTLA-4 and anti-PD-1 DANA treatment during early LTB stages of tumor growth can promote apoptosis of antigen-specific T cells, particularly those recognizing the immunodominant tumor epitope.
IFN-g-Mediated Apoptosis of Activated Antigen-Specific T Cells PD-1 blockade has been shown to prevent terminal exhaustion of antigen-specific T cells rather than promote apoptosis. We hypothesized that the contraction of antigen-specific T cells observed could result from cytokines mediating T cell contraction (Yajima et al., 2006) and homeostasis (Surh and Sprent, 2008) . We first investigated changes in cytokine amounts after treatment during early tumor development. Analysis of serum samples showed a trend toward increased IFN-g with the combination treatment ( Figure S5A ). The chemokine ligands CXCL9, LIF, and CCL5 were also increased after combination treatment ( Figure S5B ). In addition, we found that CD4 + T cells from combination-treated mice secreted significantly higher amounts of IFN-g than did monotherapy-or isotype-treated mice ( Figure 5A ). A similar pattern was seen for IFN-g secretion by CD8 + T cells ( Figure 5B ). Previously, IFN-g has been shown to be the most dominant signature in patients who receive dual-checkpointblockade treatments (Das et al., 2015) . In order to further investigate the immune subsets that are responsible for IFN-g secretion, we collected peripheral-blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) from nine patients after dual-checkpoint-blockade treatments and utilized mass cytometry (CyTOF) to analyze IFN-g amounts across immune cells (Spitzer et al., 2017) (Figures 5C and S5D) . We found that CD8 + T cells, natural killer cells, and gd T subsets were the main source of IFN-g secretion after dualblockade treatments in cancer patients ( Figure S5E ). However, more clinical samples are needed to further validate the results. IFN-g has been shown to mediate the contraction of antigenspecific CD8 + T cells (Badovinac et al., 2000) , induce T cell apoptosis (Refaeli et al., 2002) , and increase the expression of CXCL9, LIF, and CCL5 (Guirnalda et al., 2013; Wen et al., 2010) . We hypothesized that the loss of Spas-1-specific CD8 + T cells might be related to increased IFN-g signaling. To evaluate the effects of IFN-g on antigen-specific T cells, we purified T cells from the spleens of tumor-bearing mice and cultured them with different concentrations of recombinant IFN-g in vitro ( Figure 5D ). ). Activated effector T cells and antigen-specific T cells were more susceptible to IFN-g-induced active caspase-3 expression than were naive T cells ( Figure 5E ; p < 0.001). In addition, effector T cells and CD8 + Spas-1 T cells showed higher IFN-g receptor expression than did naive T cells ( Figure 5F ). It has been shown that T cell homeostasis can be achieved by a decrease in antigenspecific TCR signaling (Gallegos et al., 2016 Figure S6A ). Spas-1 hi T cells were more susceptible to caspase-3 induction than Spas-1 lo T cells upon IFN-g co-culture ( Figure S6B ; p < 0.0001). Finally, PBMCs from four melanoma patients who received anti-PD-1 immunotherapy were isolated and cultured in vitro with IFN-g stimulation. We also observed an increase in apoptosis corresponding to IFN-g concentration in CD8
+ T cells ( Figures S6C and S6D) . A rapidly emerging cellular immunotherapy involves transferring chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells into patients to treat cancer (June et al., 2018) . Because CAR T cells are also antigenspecific T cells, we sought to investigate whether CAR T cells might also be susceptible to IFN-g-mediated apoptosis. To achieve this, we utilized an in vitro CAR-19 model with 4-1BB co-stimulatory molecules ( Figure 5G ) (Roybal et al., 2016) . Four stages of CAR T cells, from naive to effector states, were studied ( Figure 5G ). As expected, both stage II and stage IV T cells had high expression of the activation marker CD69 ( Figure S6E) ; however, only T cells at stage IV, the effector stage, showed a significant increase in apoptosis when cultured with IFN-g (Figure 5H) . Stage IV T cells also demonstrated high degrees of baseline apoptosis ( Figures S6F-S6H) , and adding IFN-g blockade could only partially rescue the effect, indicating that other factors might play significant roles in triggering the apoptosis. Future studies are needed to further investigate the phenomena. Altogether, these data show that elevated IFN-g can induce the apoptosis of antigen-specific T cells.
Compromised Anti-tumor Memory Responses with Combination Treatment
The generation of long-term T cell memory responses is important for an effective and durable anti-tumor response. Given that we observed the loss of effector T cells in mice treated with combination checkpoint blockades, we sought to evaluate the effect of combination therapy on the formation of memory responses. Mice challenged with TRAMP-C2 were treated and observed for 3 months. At 90 days, 20%-30% of mice treated with combination treatment and 80%-90% of mice treated with anti-CTLA-4 alone were tumor-free. These protected mice were re-challenged with either TRAMP-C2 or MC-38 (control) in the contralateral flank ( Figure 6A ). We used aged wild-type (WT) mice without prior tumor challenge as controls to evaluate primary responses to these tumors. Mice that received prior combination treatment had compromised protection from TRAMP-C2 tumor re-challenge in comparison with mice previously treated with anti-CTLA-4 alone ( Figure 6B ; p < 0.05). No differences in tumor outgrowth were observed in MC-38-challenged mice ( Figure 6C ), indicating that the observed TRAMP-C2 tumor control was mediated by tumor-specific memory responses. To investigate the compromised memory responses, we challenged mice with TRAMP-C2 cell lines, treated them with anti-CTLA-4 alone or combination treatment, and harvested tumor-draining lymph nodes on day 28 ( Figure S7A ). The combination group showed fewer Spas-1-specific CD8 + effector memory
À Spas-1) than did the group treated with anti-CTLA-4 alone (Figures S7B-S7D ; Mice implanted with TRAMP-C2 tumors were treated with checkpoint inhibitors on days 3, 6, and 9. Spleens were harvested on day 11, and IFN-g expression was analyzed in CD4 + and CD8 + T cell subsets by flow cytometry.
(C) PBMCs were isolated from a total of nine cancer patients treated with anti-CTLA-4 plus anti-PD-1 therapies. Data were collected 1 month after the fourth dose of dual-checkpoint-blockade treatments. The data presented here were collected from patient 1, and the other eight patients are shown in Figure S5 . Patient 1 is the same patient as reported in Figure S4 . The IFN-g secretion among different immune subsets was analyzed by CyTOF and is presented with SCAFFOLD. The node size represents the abundance of the cell population, and the red color represents the intensity of IFN-g expression (ASINH ratio of the raw value).
(D) T cells were purified from TRAMP-C2-tumor-bearing mice and subsequently cultured in vitro with the indicated concentrations of IFN-g. (E) Cells were harvested 72 h after IFN-g stimulation and analyzed for active caspase-3 expression among different CD8 + subsets.
(legend continued on next page) p < 0.05). The reductions in antigen-specific effector memory cells after dual-blockade treatments corresponded to the tumor outgrowth in mice.
Deficiency of the IFN-g Receptor in Immune Cells
Rescues Anti-tumor Activity after Combination Therapy IFN-g is essential in triggering potent anti-tumor responses by inducing MHC I expression and enhancing antigen-presenting capabilities . Although neutralization of IFN-g can potentially prevent antigen-specific T cell loss, neutralization might also abrogate anti-tumor responses. To evaluate whether IFN-g signaling is important for antigen-specific T cells, we used Ifngr1 À/À mice ( Figure 6D ). T cells from
Ifngr1
À/À mice can secrete IFN-g but cannot respond to the cytokine because they lack corresponding IFN-g receptors. We challenged mice with WT TRAMP-C2 to avoid potential effects from tumor-mediated adaptive resistance (Spranger et al., 2013) . After tumor challenge, there was no difference in tumor growth between WT and Ifngr1 À/À mice treated with anti-CTLA-4 ( Figure 6E ) or isotype ( Figure 6F ). In contrast, combination treatment led to significantly improved anti-tumor efficacy in Ifngr1 À/À mice compared with WT mice ( Figure 6G ). To investigate the number of Spas-1-specific CD8 + T cells between
À/À and WT mice, we harvested spleens from mice on day 28 ( Figure 6H ). In WT mice, the total numbers of Spas-1-specific CD8 + T cells were significantly reduced after combination treatment compared with anti-CTLA-4 alone ( Figure 6I ; p < 0.001). In contrast, in Ifngr1 À/À mice, there was no difference in the total numbers of Spas-1-specific CD8 + T cells ( Figure 6I ).
To determine whether IFN-g signaling in immune cells or nonimmune cells (e.g., stromal cells) was responsible for these observations, we performed experiments in bone marrow chimera mice. WT mice underwent myeloablative conditioning and were adoptively reconstituted with bone marrow cells from CD45.2 Ifngr1 À/À mice and CD45.1 congenic mice in a 1:1 ratio (Figure 6J) . We checked hematopoietic recovery and chimerism 30 days after bone marrow transplant to ensure that CD45.2 + and CD45.1 + populations were close to 1:1 in ratio ( Figure 6K ).
Chimera mice were subsequently implanted with TRAMP-C2 cells on day 30 and treated with three doses of checkpoint inhibitors. Tumor-draining lymph nodes were harvested 58 days after the initial bone marrow transplant, and the ratio of CD45.2 + to CD45.1 + cells in different antigen-specific T cell subsets was examined. We found a higher ratio of CD45.2 + to CD45.1 + cells in the combination-treatment group (Figure 6L) , indicating a competitive advantage of Spas-1-specific CD8 + T cells from Ifngr1 À/À , but not WT, mice after treatment. IFN-g has been shown to induce ischemia during early tumorigenesis stages that hinder cancer development (Kammertoens et al., 2017) . However, we did not observe a statistical difference in angiogenesis between the treatment groups ( Figures S7E-S7G ). Further studies might be needed to further verify the impacts of IFN-g on angiogenesis through checkpoint inhibitors. In summary, these data indicate that the dampening of tumor control observed with combination treatment during early tumor growth is at least partially reversed by Ifngr1 À/À antigen-specific T cells.
Finally, we sought to investigate the differential effects of checkpoint inhibition on IFN-g induction in the setting of LTB versus HTB. During tumor development, antigen-specific T cells undergo a dynamic exhaustion process that is correlated with tumor burden (Schietinger et al., 2016) . In HTB, persistent antigen exposure with low-grade inflammation can potentially re-program T cells toward exhausted molecular signatures (Wherry and Kurachi, 2015) . We first sought to understand whether T cells in the HTB demonstrate bona fide exhausted phenotypes. To investigate this, we isolated T cells from TRAMP-C2-tumor-bearing mice on either day 11 (LTB setting) or day 50 (HTB setting) after tumor injection ( Figure S7H Figure S7L ). The blunted IFN-g secretion resulted in preservation of antigen-specific T cells in the setting of HTB, whereas CD8 + Spas-1-reactive T cells were maintained or expanded in both tumors and lymphoid organs ( Figures S7M-S7O ). Overall, we demonstrated that the T cell immunological niche differs greatly between the LTB and HTB settings, and administration of combination checkpoint blockade might result in different kinetics of antigen-specific T cells.
DISCUSSION
Current cancer immunotherapy strategies aim to counteract the suppressive tumor environment by enhancing antigen recognition of T cell receptors (Torikai et al., 2012) , increasing anti-tumor cytotoxicity capabilities via cytokines (Rosenberg, 2014) , or unleashing the brakes and preventing terminal T cell exhaustion by blocking different immune checkpoint inhibitors (Sharma and Allison, 2015) . The clinical activity of CTLA-4 and PD-1 coinhibition in melanoma (Larkin et al., 2015) demonstrates the potential of combination immunotherapy to be a viable strategy in improving anti-tumor response. T cells isolated from patients treated with dual checkpoint blockade exhibit significantly higher IFN-g amounts than do pre-treatment samples (Das et al., 2015) , and various combination therapies aimed at enhancing IFN-g production are the subject of ongoing clinical investigation. We found, however, that potent combination therapy with CTLA-4 and PD-1 blockade in the context of LTB could potentially induce excess amounts of IFN-g and result in therapeutic resistance. Whereas combination therapy in mice with established tumors achieved improved tumor control, combination treatment in the context of LTB compromised anti-tumor effects in mice, which was supported by retrospective clinical data from metastatic melanoma patients. Mechanistically, we found that combination treatment during early tumor development led to heightened IFN-g production, which in turn resulted in apoptosis of the dominant tumor-specific T cells via activation-induced cell death (AICD). IFN-g has been conventionally demonstrated to have immune stimulatory roles. The secretion of IFN-g from tumorinfiltrating lymphocytes can activate both dendritic cells and macrophages to enhance antigen presentation (Minn, 2015) . IFN-g signaling on cancer cells can also upregulate expression of MHC-I-and STAT-1-associated cyclin-dependent kinase, resulting in immune recognition and apoptosis of tumor cells. (Gao et al., 2016; Ikeda et al., 2002) . However, there is also evidence showing the paradoxical role of IFN-g in cancer immunotherapies, in particular its association with acquired resistance (Zaidi and Merlino, 2011) . IFN-g promotes therapeutic resistance to immune checkpoint blockade by increasing the expression of IDO and PD-L1 (Spranger et al., 2013) and other co-inhibitory receptors (Benci et al., 2016; Koyama et al., 2016) . Here, we demonstrated that IFN-g signaling can be immunosuppressive to mediate therapeutic resistance through a PD-L1-independent pathway. Induction of IFN-g secretion after dual-blockade treatments can promote apoptosis of tumor-reactive CD8 + T cells while limiting the formation of effector memory anti-tumor responses. In a recent phase II trial study with 298 clinical samples, cancer patients with progressive disease exhibited significantly higher expression of IFN-gR than patients with partial or complete response (p < 0.001), further highlighting how important it is that type II IFN not only account for cytotoxic effects against cancer cells but can also mediate therapeutic resistance of checkpoint-inhibitor treatments. Tumor burden has emerged as a key prognosis factor associated with cancer patients treated with checkpoint blockades (Huang et al., 2017) . In the HTB setting, the duration of chronic antigen exposure and the abundance of antigen loads can alter the exhaustion status and epigenetic profile of T cells. Those factors are, however, intertwined during cancer development. On the other hand, in the setting of LTB, the tumor microenvironment is easily influenced by the micro-inflammation triggered by the tumor injections. Although we were not able to separate out those factors in the current study, our results nonetheless demonstrate a differential effect of checkpoint blockades in two different tumor settings mediated by AICD. AICD is a highly regulated process during the early CD4 + and CD8 + T cell priming stage to prevent hyperactivation that leads to apoptosis (Badovinac et al., 2000; Berner et al., 2007) . IFN-g signaling has been elucidated as the key factor contributing to this process (Refaeli et al., 2002) . Lack of PD-1 inhibitory signaling at this stage can also adversely result in terminally exhausted T cells (Odorizzi et al., 2015) . In our study, the events of AICD in antigen-specific T cells occurred mostly in the early tumor setting. During priming, T cells upon antigen presentation are actively becoming effector T cells against tumors. Strong activation signals through T cell receptors against dominant antigens in combination with dual immune checkpoint blockades can more easily result in hyperactivation and promote AICD events. In contrast, T cells exhibiting exhausted phenotypes in the HTB are more prone to be reinvigorated rather than hyperactivated after the administration of checkpoint blockades. Tumor-reactive T cells are characterized into two phases on the basis of chromatin states (Philip et al., 2017) , and each stage represents a distinct epigenetic mechanism of T cell reprogramming that might lead to a differential response to checkpoint blockades (Schietinger et al., 2016) . Therefore, the paradoxical effect might come from the differential exhaustion status of T cells that respond to checkpoint inhibitors. In a recent clinical trial, patients who received combination checkpoint blockades demonstrated remarkable clinical outcomes in the HTB as opposed to the LTB state (complete response [CR] rate: 51% versus 13%) (Hellmann et al., 2018) . Additionally, other reports also demonstrate potential hazards toward treatment responses when immunotherapies are combined more frequently. Concurrent dosing of combination therapy is associated with worse outcomes and greater T cell apoptosis than is sequential monotherapy (Messenheimer et al., 2017) , and more frequent dosing of dual blockade is associated with a lower overall response rate in lung cancer patients (Hellmann et al., 2017) . Clinical trials of combination checkpoint blockade in the adjuvant setting are ongoing and warrant further investigation in future studies. Altogether, our results indicate that there exists a potential window within which the immune system can optimally respond to cancer. In the setting of LTB, optimal immunotherapy, such as CTLA-4 or PD-1 blockade alone, can induce invigoration of T cells and provide substantial benefits to cancer patients. However, in terms of combining different immunotherapies, there is a need to be cautious because exceeding this window could potentially trigger regulatory mechanisms that hinder anti-tumor effects. As clinical trials are starting to focus on administrating combinational checkpoint blockades in earlier disease states, such as the adjuvant setting, our findings reveal that treatment-induced AICD represents an immune-intrinsic mechanism of resistance that limits maximal anti-tumor activity. Thus, achieving the optimal magnitude of immune stimulation for each disease context and/or concomitant exhaustion status might be critical for successful immunotherapy strategies that provide the best tumor-control rates as well as long-term outcomes for cancer patients.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Experimental Animals 8-10 week-old aged control male C57BL/6j, Ifngr KO and CD45.1 congenic (C57BL/6j background) mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratory and used in the experiments. Mice were implanted subcutaneously (S.C.) with either TRAMP-C2 (ATCC Cat# CRL-2731, RRID:CVCL_3615) or MC-38 (RRID: CVCL_B288) cell line at a dosage of 1 3 10^6 cells per mouse at the right flank on day 0, and were treated with different antibodies intraperitoneally (I.P.) on day 3, 6, and 9. In the late intervention TRAMP-C2 group, 1 3 106 TRAMP-C2 cells were similarly implanted S.C. at the right flank on day 0, but allowed to grow for 30-45 days prior to treatment. Mice with tumor volumes within 50-200 mm3 were randomized into different treatment groups before treatment. The average tumor sizes among different treatment groups were checked and ensured to be similar before treatment. Mice were injected with different antibodies I.P. on day 3, 6, and 9. In memory re-challenge experiments, mice were implanted with TRAMP-C2 tumors at a dose of 1 3 106 cells per mouse at the right flank on day 0. Mice were then treated with different immune checkpoint antibodies on day 3, 6, and 9. Tumors were measured twice a week, every 3-4 days. Ninety days after the initial tumor implantations (day 90), tumor-free mice from either anti-CTLA-4 or anti-CTLA-4 and anti-PD-1 DANA combination treatment groups were rechallenged with TRAMP-C2 tumors at the left flank at a dosage of 1 3 106 cells. There were no tumor-free mice treated with anti-PD-1 DANA antibody alone or isotype control. Sibling WT mice without prior tumor challenge or treatment were aged together in the same vivarium and used later as controls for rechallenge experiments. Tumor measurement = L (length) x W (width) x W /2 (mm3); whereas the longer diameter was defined as length and the shorter diameter was defined as width. All mice were maintained at UCSF vivarium in accordance with Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) standards.
Generation of Chimera mice 8-10 week-old C57BL/6j mice (H2 b ) were used as recipient mice and underwent lethal total body irradiation (1050 cGy; 137 Cs source) followed by transplantation from donor CD45.2 Ifngr KO (From where?) mice and CD45.1 congenic mice. T cell-replete bone marrows were mixed in a 1:1 ratio (5 3 10 5 cells total) and injected intravenously (I.V.) through the tail vein per recipient mouse. Chimera mice were reconstituted and checked for chimerism by tail bleeding. Chimera mice were implanted subcutaneously with 1 3 10 6 TRAMP-C2 cells into the right flank on day 30. Mice were subsequently injected with different checkpoint inhibitors (10 mg/kg/injection/ mouse) on day 33, 36, 39. On day 58, mice were sacrificed, and cells were harvested from tumor draining lymph nodes. The ratio of CD45.2+/CD45.1+ cells in CD8+Spas1 cells was calculated by dividing the total number of CD45.2+CD8+Spas-1 cells by the number of CD45.1+CD8+Spas-1 cells. The proportion of CD8+Spas-2 and CD8+ double negative subsets were similarly derived. All mice were maintained at the UCSF vivarium in accordance with IACUC standards.
METHOD DETAILS
Antibodies generation
Antibodies against mouse PD-1 were generated by immunizing HSD rats with recombinant mouse PD-1 protein (R&D Cat: 1021-PD). Hybridomas were generated by fusing IgG producing cells from immunized mice with myeloma cells (NS0-Mouse Myeloma, PTA-4796), and screened for binding to PD-1. The UC10-4F10-11 hybridoma expressing mouse anti-CTLA-4 antibody was purchased from ATCC (HB-304). The antibody variable domains were cloned from the hybridomas and expressed as murine IgG2a WT or with mutations to inactivate FcR binding (D265A; N297A; DANA). PD-1 and CTLA-4 antibodies were additionally screened for neutralization of the PD-1-PD-L1/L2 or CTLA-4-CD86 interactions, respectively.
Real-time RT-PCR gene cytokine arrays
CD45+CD3+CD8+Spas-1 T cells were sorted from draining lymph nodes from TRAMP-C2 bearing mice on day 28 after treatment. RNA was extracted from sorted CD8+Spas-1 T cells using an Ambion micro RNA isolation kit (AM1931) according to the manufacturer's protocol, and genomic DNA was eliminated using a DNase kit purchased from QIAGEN. RNA quality was checked by the A260/A280 ratio using NanoDrop Lite (Thermal Scientific). 10ng RNA from each sample was used for subsequent cDNA synthesis. cDNA was synthesized, and cDNA templates were pre-amplified were using a RT2 PreAMP cDNA synthesis kit (QIAGEN Cat 330451) according to the manufacturer's protocol and a ProFlex PCR machine (Applied Biosystems). Derived cDNA samples were evaluated for apoptotic gene expression arrays using RT 2 Profiler TM PCR Array kits purchased from QIAGEN (PAMM-012Zc-12, Cat 330231) with the SYBR Green qPCR Mastermix (QIAGEN Cat 330522). Quantitative real-time RT-PCR arrays were performed using Applied Biosystems Cycler (AB Step-ONE Plus). RT-PCR arrays were analyzed, and gene expression heatmaps were generated using software provided on QIAGEN website under Data Analysis Center. All samples passed quality control (QC). Expression levels for each gene is presented as fold change in comparison to the internal control of housekeeping genes (beta-actin, Gus and Hsp90ab1) in each group. Gene array data are available in GEO database under accession number: GSE95433 RNA sequencing and data analysis CD45+CD3+CD8+Spas-1 T cells were sorted from draining lymph nodes from TRAMP-C2 bearing mice on day 28 after treatment. Cells from each treatment types were pooled. RNA was extracted from sorted CD8+Spas-1 T cells using an Ambion micro RNA isolation kit (AM1931) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Bulk RNA sequencing was carried out on 0.25ng of RNA in triplicates from each treatment type using the protocol as previously described (Picelli et al., 2014) with the following modifications. The TSO, OligodT30VN, and ISPCR primers were biotinylated on the 5 0 end. 21 cycles of pre-amplification were found to be optimal. Nextera adapters were added and the libraries were pooled and sequenced on an Illumina Hiseq 4000. Approximately 48,710 reads were obtained per library. The Fastq sequences were aligned and quantitated using the CLC genomics workbench RNA-Seq analysis tools (QIAGEN Bioinformatics). The reference library that was used was ensemble_v86 and reseq_GRCm38.p5.r106. Differential expression for RNA-Seq using negative binomial GLM in CLC genomics workbench was carried out for each treatment type versus isotype control resulting in three datasets: Combo versus Isotype, anti-CTLA-4 versus Isotype, and anti-PD-1 DANA versus Isotype. A differential RNA expression for each gene with an FDR p value less than 0.05 was considered significant. Each dataset was run through the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) software using the default filter settings and a log2 fold change cutoff of 1 and a comparison pathway analysis for ''Diseases & Functions'' and ''Canonical Pathways'' functions was performed. The ''Canonical Pathways'' function was performed by comparing the p values between each group to generate data while the ''Diseases and Functions'' function utilized z-scores as a comparison between each group. After filtering out unrelated pathways from both functions, heatmaps, gene networks, and raw datasets were generated and exported. Raw RNA sequence data can be found at NCBI (GSE repository #121694)
T cell receptor sequence Mice were implanted with TRAMP-C2 subcutaneously at day 0 and treated with different checkpoint inhibitors at day 3, 6 and 9 as described in the manuscript. Draining lymph nodes were harvested at Day 11 and Day 28 post tumor injections and samples were preserved in RNAlater (QIAGEN, Cat NO./ ID: 76106) for subsequent analysis of T cell receptor diversities. Using poly-T-beads, mRNA was isolated and fragmented briefly to generate 600-800bp fragments. Each of these RNA fragments were then converted to double stranded cDNA using random primers, end repaired and an A base was added to each 3 0 end of the fragment. Two universal DNA sequences, adapters A and B, were ligated to each end of the fragment respectively. To enrich the library for T cell receptor transcripts, two sets of PCR reactions were performed. The first PCR reaction was done using a Constant region primer and universal sequence A. The second PCR was done using another constant region primer and universal sequence A. In the end Illumina compatible amplicons were generated with greater than 90% specificity to the T cell receptor transcripts. The UMID in the sequenced reads were used to remove PCR duplicates and the reads were mapped to annotated V and J segments. All sequences that had good V, J segment mapping were then translated to amino-acid sequences in all three frames, and sequences with good terminal motifs identifying the 5 0 and 3 0 ends of the CDR3 were used to identify the CDR3 segments. TCR data analysis was performed using a TCR3D R package as previously described (Zhang et al., 2017) . TCR diversity was assessed by Geometric Coefficient Variation (GCV).
Clinical outcomes with immune checkpoint inhibition
Patients were treated with either PD-1 monotherapy with pembrolizumab 2 mg/kg or 10 mg/kg (n = 100), or PD-1/CTLA-4 combination therapy with ipilimumab 3 mg/kg plus nivolumab 1 mg/kg (n = 53). Best objective response rate was determined by RECIST v1.1. Baseline tumor size was calculated by summing the largest diameter of the target lesions per RECIST v1.1. Patients were stratified according to the baseline tumor size into % 6 cm, > 6 and % 11 cm, or > 11 cm. Patients with a complete or partial response were categorized as responders, and those with stable disease or progressive disease as their best response were categorized as nonresponders. The responder fraction was calculated by dividing responders/all patients. The error bars represent SEM. Demographic and clinical characteristics were summarized by descriptive statistics. Please see Statistics section for details.
Antibodies and GVAX Anti-CTLA-4, anti-PD-1, anti-PD-1 DANA and IgG2a antibodies were obtained from Abbvie or Bioxcell (Table S2 ). All antibodies were stored in À80 C in small working aliquots to avoid repeated freeze-thaw cycles before use. Antibodies were dissolved in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) and injected I.P. at indicated time points. For combination treatments with anti-CTLA-4 and GVAX, 10 6 irradiated (10,000 rads) GVAX cells were injected S.C. into the skin over the neck on day 3, 6 and 9, the same time as I.P. antibody injection.
In vitro T cell culture and stimulation with recombinant IFN-g Splenocytes were harvested from TRAMP-C2 bearing C57BL/6j mice on day 50 and T cells were purified by magnetic beads according to the manufacturer's protocol . Cells were checked for over 90% purity. In vitro CAR-19 T cell system CAR-19 construct with 4-1BB domain was developed as previously described (Roybal et al., 2016) . Primary human CD8+ T cells were isolated from an anonymous healthy donor blood apheresis by negative selection (STEMCELL Technologies Cat NO. #15062 and #15063). Blood was obtained from Blood Centers of the Pacific, as approved by the University Institutional Review Board. T cells were cryopreserved in RPMI-1640 (UCSF cell culture core) with 20% human AB serum (Valley Biomedical, Cat NO. HP1022) and 10% DMSO. After thawing, T cells were cultured in human T cell medium consisting of X-VIVO 15 (Lonza Cat NO. 04-418Q), 5% Human AB serum, and 10 mM neutralized N-acetyl L-Cysteine (Sigma-Aldrich Cat NO. A9165) supplemented with 30 units/mL IL-2 (NCI BRB Preclinical Repository) for all experiments. Primary CD8+ T cells were thawed the same day and, after 24 hr in culture, T cells were stimulated with Human T-Activator CD3/CD28 Dynabeads (Life Technologies Cat NO. 11131D) at a 1:3 cell:bead ratio. At 48 hr, viral supernatant was harvested and the primary T cells were exposed to the virus for 24 hr for CAR-19 transfection. At day 4 after T cell stimulation, the Dynabeads were removed, and T cells expanded until day 10 when they were rested and could be used in assays. At stage I, naive T cells (gate on CD45+CD8+CCR7-CD45RO+) prior to beads activation were used for subsequent in vitro experiments. For stage II, T cells stimulated with Dynabeads were used in vitro experiments. Beads were removed after 4 days, and T cells were allowed to expand until day 10 when they were rested to become stage III. 
Cell Culture
Tumor cell lines, TRAMP-C2 and MC-38, were cultured for cell injection into C57BL/6j male mice. TRAMP-C2 cell medium was composed of DMEM (UCSF cell culture core), 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Lonza Cat. 14-501F), 5% Nu-serum IV (Corning Cat. 355504), 0.005 mg/mL bovine insulin (Sigma Cat. I0516), 10nM dehydroisoandrosterone (Sigma Cat. D5297), and 1% penicillin/ streptomycin (UCSF cell culture core). MC-38 medium was composed of DMEM (Corning Cat 10-013 CM), 10% fetal bovine serum (Lonza Cat. 14-501F), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (UCSF cell culture core). Frozen cell lines were thawed in the water bath at 37 C before transfer into corresponding pre-warmed media. After wash, cells were then pelleted and resuspended in fresh media before being passaged. Once every two days, culture flasks were checked for confluence with a light microscope. Before cells overcrowd the culture flask (> 90% of confluency), old media from the flask was decanted into waste and 10mL of PBS added as a rinse. After cells were rinsed with PBS, the solution was removed and 5mL of 0.05% trypsin with EDTA (UCSF cell culture core) was introduced into the flask. Subsequently the flask was placed in a CO2 incubator at 37 C for 5 min for trypsinization of adherent cells. After incubation, the trypsin was neutralized with plentiful media, pelleted, and then resuspended in new media before a fractional transfer into new culture flasks. For cell injection into mice, instead of the fractional transfer step, cells were washed and pelleted with PBS twice to remove the presence of FBS. Prior to injection, cells were adjusted with PBS to a concentration of 10 7 cells per mL with each needle containing 1 3 10 6 cells in 100 uL.
Mouse Serum Cytokines
Two days after the final checkpoint inhibitor treatment, mouse sera were collected and sent to Eve Technologies (Calgary, Alberta, Canada) for analysis with mouse cytokine 31-plex discovery assay (Cat No: MD31) . For the therapeutic model, serum samples were also collected two days after the final treatments and cytokine levels were analyzed by Cytometric Beads Array (BD, San Jose, CA) with cytokine-specific bead sets and standards according to the manufacturer's protocol. Flow cytometry was performed on BD FACSymphony (BD, San Jose, CA) and data were analyzed by FlowJo software (TreeStar, Ashland, OR). Serum cytokine levels from treatment groups were each divided by the level of the IgG2a control group to be calculated as fold changes. These fold changes were graphed with the Prism 7 software (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA).
Tissue preparation
Spleens were surgically removed with sterilized surgical equipment and crushed with the blunt end of a 10 mL syringe on Petri dishes containing 5mL of PBS. The spleen mixtures were separately filtered through a 70 mM filter into a 50 mL conical tube, centrifuged at 1500rpm for 5 min at 4 C. After wash, cell pellets were resuspended in 5mL of red blood cell lysis solution (Santa Cruz Biotechnology; Cat sc-296258) on ice for 5 min and stopped with the addition of 30mL of PBS. After wash, cells were reconstituted for counting by Vi-Cell (Beckman Coulter, U.S.A.). Draining lymph nodes were extracted with sterilized surgical equipment and crushed between the frosted surfaces of super-frosted microscope slides into wells containing PBS. Cell mixtures were then filtered through a 70 mM filter into 15mL conical tubes. Cells were then washed and counted. Tumors were removed from mice with sterile surgical instruments followed by sectioning for paraformaldehyde fixation or flow cytometry analysis. Tumor tissues for flow analysis were kept moist with 1 mL collagenase IV digest media (DMEM+10%FCS+1% penicillin/streptomycin+Collagenase IV+DNase) and minced with scalpel blades. Tumor cell mixtures were then transferred into 15mL conical tubes and filled with an additional 9 mL of collagenase digest media. Tumor samples were subsequently placed on a 37 C shaker for 1 hour. Samples were filtered through a 100 mM filter into a 50 mL conical tube and washed with PBS before centrifugation. Finally, tumor cell pellets were resuspended and counted before subsequent flow staining.
Antibodies and flow staining
Single cell suspensions (1 million cells) were first incubated with Fc Block (BD PharMingen. San Diego, CA) for 10 min, then co-incubated with antibodies for 20 min at 4 C followed by washing with staining buffer (PBS + 1% FBS). Foxp3 and intracellular staining were performed using an eBioscience intracellular kit (Cat#00-5523-00) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Active caspase-3 staining was performed by using BD Caspase-3 apoptosis kit (BD Cat 550480), and Annexin V staining was performed using a BD Annexin V apoptosis detection kit (BD Cat 556547) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Flow cytometry was performed on Fortessa X20 Dual (BD, San Jose, CA), and data analyzed by FlowJo software (TreeStar). Details on flow cytometry antibodies used in this study can be found in Table S3 .
Cy-TOF Experimental protocols were followed as previous described. A summary of all mass cytometry antibodies and clones used for analysis can be found in Table S4 . Primary conjugates of mass cytometry antibodies were prepared using the MaxPAR antibody conjugation kit (Fluidigm) according to the manufacturer's recommended protocol. Following labeling, antibodies were diluted in Candor PBS Antibody Stabilization solution (Candor Bioscience GmbH, Wangen, Germany) containing with 0.5% sodium azide at concentrations of 0.1 and 0.3 mg/mL and stored long-term at 4 C. Each antibody clone and lot were titrated to optimal staining concentrations using primary murine cells. Cryopreserved, cells were live/dead stained with 5 mM cisplatin for 5 min at RT and quenched with Miltenyi Biotec autoMACS Running Buffer (Miltenyi Biotec, Cat 130-091-221, U.S.A.). Cells were then fixed with 1.6% PFA in Miltenyi Biotec autoMACS Running Buffer for 10 min at RT, then washed twice with Miltenyi Biotec autoMACS Running Buffer. Cells were resuspended in Maxpar Barcode Perm Buffer (Fluidigm, Cat 201066) and incubated with specific combinations of 3 of the 6 palladium (Pd) isotopes for 20 min shaking at RT. The excess Pd was removed by washing cells in Miltenyi Biotec autoMACS Running Buffer and combined into one tube for staining, before being resuspended in 100 uL Miltenyi Biotec autoMACS Running Buffer. Antibody against CD16/32 at 20 mg/mL was added to block the Fc receptors for 5 min at RT. An antibody cocktail of cell surface markers were added to a final staining volume of 500 ml, incubated for 30 min at RT while shaking. Following staining, cells were washed twice with Miltenyi Biotec autoMACS Running Buffer, then permeabilized with Maxpar Perm-S Buffer for 30 min at RT. After permeabilization, cells were then washed twice in Miltenyi Biotec autoMACS Running Buffer to remove remaining saponin (Perm-S Buffer), and then stained with intracellular antibodies in 500 mL for 30 min at RT on a shaker. After staining, cells were washed twice with Miltenyi Biotec autoMACS Running Buffer and then stained with 1 mL of 0.25 mM 191/193Ir DNA intercalator (Fluidigm) diluted in saponin-PBS containing 3.2% PFA overnight. Immediately prior to running the samples by Mass Cytometry (Cy-TOF), cells were washed once each in Miltenyi Biotec autoMACS Running Buffer, PBS and MilliQ H20. Mass cytometry samples were resuspended in MilliQ water containing 4 EQ bead standards (Fluidigm) to approximately 10 6 cells per mL and then run on a Helios equilibrated. Data were analyzed on Cytobank (https://www.cytobank.org/) platform with SCAFFoLD presentation. A detailed gating strategy can be found in Figure S5 .
Histology and immunohistochemistry
Tissues harvested from mice were placed in 4% formalin, followed by 70% alcohol and PBS before embedding. Tissues were then embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Tissue sections were evaluated by a board-certified pathologist (M.C.). Images were visualized using an Olympus Vanox AHBS3 microscope with an Olympus SPlan Apo x 20/ 0.70 NA objective (Olympus, Woodbury, NY). A diagnostic instrument spot RT color digital camera utilizing Spot software version 4.0.2 was used to acquire the images (Diagnostic Instruments, Sterling Heights, MI). Murine immunohistochemistry was performed as previously described (DuPage et al., 2011) . Tumor tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, processed, embedded in paraffin, then cut into 5 mm sections. Paraffin sections were blocked with 3% hydrogen peroxide solution (Sigma Cat H1009), vector streptavidin/biotin (Vector Laboratories cat. SP-2002) , and CAS-Block protein block (ThermoFisher Cat. 008120), then stained with CD8 antibody (Biorbyt Cat orb10325). For human immunohistochemistry, blocks were obtained from clinical trials and cut into different sections. Sections were then duo-stained with CD8 antibody (Dako Cat. M7103) and MART-1 antibody (Novus Biotechne Cat. NBP1-30151) using the Envision G2 Doublestain Kit (Dako Cat. K5361).
Angiogenesis studies 8-10 week old B57BL6/j mice were subcutaneously injected with 10 6 TRAMP-C2 cells and allowed 28 days to grow. Throughout the 28 days, marks were consistently made on the injection site to indicate the area to be harvested. After 28 days, skin containing the injection site was harvested and placed into 4% paraformaldehyde for 48 hours at 4 C and then moved to 70% ethanol at 4 C. Tissues were processed, embedded in paraffin, then cut into 5 um-thick sections. For immunohistochemistry, paraffin sections were blocked with 3% hydrogen peroxide solution (Sigma Cat H1009), vector streptavidin/biotin (Vector Laboratories Cat. SP-2002) , and CAS-Block protein block (ThermoFisher Cat. 008120), then stained with CD31 antibody (Invitrogen, Cat. MA1-40074). The slides were scanned using a ScanScope XT Aperio slide scanner at 40X and then analyzed for positive cells using the Strataquest Software (TissueGnostics). A region of interest (ROI) is first drawn around each target section and a smaller region, the test ROI was selected to optimize the parameters needed for analysis. The different marker colors were first established and entered into the software, followed by the creation of a mask that differentiated between tissue and non-tissue. The total tissue area was then measured, and another mask was created to differentiate the different cells and their nuclei. A scattergram was then created to gate in the positive signals based off of average and maximum intensity. The parameters established for the test ROI were applied to all the other ROI's and analysis was run. After analysis was finished, the data was exported into an excel sheet and the total positive events were divided by the total area and plotted onto Prism 6. Statistics were calculated using an unpaired t test.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS Statistics
Data shown in this manuscript were presented as mean ± SE. Tumor growth curves at different time points were plotted by using Prism 7 and analyzed by two-way ANOVA with a Tukey post hoc test comparison among groups. Flow cytometry data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA with a Tukey post hoc test. Other data were analyzed by 2-tailed Student's t test as indicated in figure legends. P-values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Gene expression arrays were analyzed by software provided by QIAGEN website under Data Analysis Center. For clinical data, Demographic and clinical characteristics were summarized by descriptive statistics. In general, frequency distribution and percentage were used to summarize categorical variables, and median with interquartile range (IQR) was used to describe continuous variables. Comparison of the continuous variables among groups were assessed using the two-sample t test and analysis of variance (ANOVA) for two groups and more than two groups, respectively. Logarithm transformation with base 10 (log 10 ) was applied to LDH to avoid extreme skewness. Chi-square test was applied to test if there is statistical association between two categorical variables and Fisher exact test was used if the cell count was smaller than 5.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
RNA sequence data are available at the NCBI GEO repository under accession number GEO: GSE121694. RT-PCR gene array data are available in NCBI GEO repository under accession number GEO: GSE95433.
